
I used the powerpoints that Dr. White posted on Webcourses for you guys to create this practice 

exam. This is NOT everything that you need to know for the exam. Happy studying!  

T/F: growth is defined as the orderly increase of all the major chemical constituents of an organism 

True 

T/F: total increase in mass always represents growth 

False, there could be an increase in mass due to accumulation of cellular reserve material 

Growth normally results in cellular multiplication except in the special case of ________ organisms 

Coenocytic multinucleated organisms 

What are the 3 examples of coenocytic organisms? 

Fungi, algae, slime molds 

T/F: in a multicellular organism, cellular multiplication results in an increase in the number of 

individuals  

False.  In a multicellular organism, cellular multiplication results in an increase in size of the individual, In 

unicellular organisms, it leads to an increase in the number of individuals; ie cellular reproduction = 

organismal reproduction 

In transverse/binary fission there is an equal partitioning of material and the cells elongate to approx.. 

twice their length prior to forming  a partition that eventually separates the cell into two cells.  

True 

Which of the following is/are responsible for anchoring the FtsZ ring to the cytoplasmic membrane? 

FtsI, FtsK, FtsA, ZipA  

FtsA, ZipA 

What provides the energy for FtsZ’s enzymatic activity? 

GTP Hydrolysis 

Which proteins help to dictate the center of the cell by inhibiting FtsZ ring formation outside the cell’s 

center? 

Min proteins. MinC, an FtsZ antagonist, MinD oscillates and helps MinC bind the cytoplasmic 

membrane, MinE also oscillates and helps position MinC/MindD 

T/F: Cytoskeleton protein MreB is a tubulin analog that winds as a coil through the long axis of rod 

shaped cells making contact with the cell membrane, if it is inactive then the cell will be cocci in 

shape.  

False. Everything about the statement was true, except for MreB is an actin analong, not tubulin.  

What is bactoprenols role in peptidoglycan synthesis? 



a C55 lipid (hydrophobic) that binds peptidoglycan precursors and transports them through the cell 

membrane, Interacts with transglycosylase  which makes glycosidic bonds 

What is the final step in cell wall/peptidoglycan synthesis and what catalyzes this reaction? 

Transpeptidation, FtsI 

What are the two methods for division of yeast? 

Budding and binary fission.  

During growth, both the ___ and ____ double 

Total cell number, mass 

T/F: cell mass is continuous whereas cell division is discontinuous 

True 

T/F: a synchronous culture plotted on log # (vertically) and time (horizontally) would give a sigmoidal 

curve. 

False, it is linear, straight line.  

T/F: generation time is cells dividing at irregular intervals 

False, it is regular intervals. 

During which two phases of bacterial growth is the specific growth rate 0? 

Lag phase, & stationary phase.  

T/F: metabolism subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4 occur in lag phase prior to cell division in exponential 

phase. 

True 

When would a lag phase not occur? 

Inoculate cells growing exponentially into a fresh medium of the same chemical composition 

What is biphasic growth? 

Two different carbon and energy sources, ex: glucose and lactose.  When a cell is inoculated into a  

medium that contains multiple carbon sources, for example glucose and lactose, the cell is going to grow 

first on the most rapidly metabolized carbon source, which is glucose.  Then when all of the glucose runs 

out, the cell will transition into using the lactose present.  However, because the cell needs to synthesize 

two enzymes, lactose permease and b-galactosidase, there is a lag phase seen in the media.  

T/F: During exponential phase, prokaryotes grow faster than eukaryotes and smaller cells grow faster 

than larger cells. 

True 

What is the definition of cryptic growth? 



In stationary phase when some cells die and some cells are still doubling. 

Why does stationary phase occur? 

An essential nutrient of the medium is used up, or waste by-product of the organism builds up to an 

inhibitory level.  

T/F: death phase is exponential and is faster than the growth exponential rate 

False, it is slower 

T/F: microorganisms are usually found in single species isolates 

False, rarely 

T/F: most microorganisms live in biofilms which are attached polysaccharide matrices containing 

embedded bacterial cells 

True 

T/F: biofilms represent a synergistic relationship 

True 

What is quorum sensing and where does it occur? 

Cell-to-cell communication, in biofilms.   

When a biofilm is being created and is attached to hard places or mucous, what does it start with? 

Starts with a free-swimming bacteria attaching to the surface, then they form pillar-like structures with 

channels between them for water, nutrients, and waste management 

What percent of human infections involve biofilms? 

70% 

Which are the two direct methods to measure microbial reproduction that do not use incubation? 

Microscopic counts, electronic counters 

What are the indirect methods? 

Turbidity, metabolic activity, dry weight, genetic methods 

What is the method for nitrogen determination? Protein determination? 

Kjeldahl method, dumas method respectively 

What’s the difference between a spectrophotometer and a nephelometer? 

Spectrophotometer measures light passing through the solution, both unscattered & unabsorbed, a 

nephelometer measures scattered light 

What are the two plating methods? 



Spread-plate, pour-plate 

Temperature, UV radiation, viscosity and surface tension are a part of which environment? 

Physical environment 

T/F: Any marked change in the environment produces a corresponding change in the morphological 

and/or physiological characteristics of the organism 

True 

T/F: Sterilization is a treatment which frees objects of all living organisms excluding endospores 

False, it includes endospores 

What are the two ways that temperature can affect living organisms? 

As temps rise, chemical and enzymatic reactions in the cell increase and growth becomes faster 

• In general, the rate of an enzyme reaction increases 2-3X for every 10°C 

increase in temperature 

Above certain temps particular proteins may be irreversibly damaged 

What are the cardinal temperatures? 

A minimum temperature below which no growth occurs, An optimum temperature at which growth is 

most rapid, A maximum temperature above which growth is not possible 

T/F: The optimum temperature is always closer to the maximum than the minimum 

True 

Which type of organism has an optimum temperature from 15C to 40C? What is the example given for 

this type of organism? 

Mesophiles, E. Coli.  (think ME- mesophile, e coli)  

Which temperature range is considered the danger zone for pathogenic bacterial growth? 

60-130F, or 15-50C 

What are the noted changes in the protein structure of snow algae? 

More α-helix, less -sheets, More polar, less hydrophobic A.A., also more unsaturated and shorter fatty 

acids 

What is the range of pH that most bacterial optimal growth falls within? 

4-9 

The most hyperthermophilic prokaryotes are certain species of _____ 

Archaea 



T/F: A pH change from 3  5 represents a change in [H+] 100 fold 

True 

T/F: aw is always greater than or equal to one 

False, it is always less than or equal to one 

T/F: most bacteria grow above an aw value of 0.95 

True 

T/F: bacteria growing in an environment where the outside of the cell has a higher solute than the 

inside is said to be in positive water balance 

False, the other way around. 

T/F: osmophiles grow in environments with high sugar concentration 

True 

Organisms growing in a low water activity environment (aw) must drive water in by increasing [solute] 

inside cell through what two mechanisms? 

Pumping in solutes from outside, making compatible solutes that are genetically determined 

What two properties must the compatible solutes have? 

Highly water soluble, and non-inhibitory 

Define the following: obligate aerobe, microaerophile, facultative aerobe, obligate anaerobe, 

facultative anaerobe/aerotolerant  

a) Obligate aerobes: aerobes that require O2 for growth 

b) Microaerophiles: aerobes that can use O2 only when it is present at levels reduced from 

that in air, usually because of their limited capacity to respire or because they contain 

some oxygen-sensitive molecule 

c) Facultative aerobes: O2 not required but grow better with it 

d) Facultative Anaerobes (Aerotolerant Anaerobes): can tolerate O2 and grow in its 

presence even though they cannot use it, O2 is not required and grow no better with it 

e) Obligate anaerobes: inhibited or even killed by O2 

T/F: aerotolerant organisms undergo fermentation 

True 

T/F: what are the two most common toxic oxygen species? 

Superoxide anion, and hydrogen peroxide  

T/F: Toxic oxygen species are all by-products of the oxidation of O2 to H2O 



False, reduction.  

Obligate and facultative aerobes use which enzymes to rid the cell of toxic oxygen species? 

Superoxide dismutase and catalase.  

What is it called when the microbe causes no damage to the host? 

Commensalism 

An asymptomatic disease is also called what? 

Subclinical  

What is a fomite? 

An inanimate object capable of transmitting microbes  

What is an opportunistic pathogen? 

An organism that normally doesn’t cause damage to host when it is in its commensal state, but if a host 

defense becomes weakened or it moves to a place it should not belong, it becomes damage causing 

Where is Neisseria meningitidis often found in the body which does not cause harm, where is it found 

when it causes harm? 

No harm if in respiratory tract, causes meningitis if in brain and spinal cord 

What is the difference between infestation, infection and disease? 

Infection- microorganism normally not present and is growing, regardless if host is harmed or not, 

infestation is just presence of organism, not necessarily growing and reproducing, and disease is damage 

or injury to host that impairs host function.  

What are the steps to disease? 

Exposure and entry including: portals of entry, adherence, invasion, colonization/growth, and then 

virulence factors producing damage including toxins and invasive factors, then you have disease. 

What is the portal of entry for mononucleosis? 

Direct contact 

What is the portal of entry for rabies? 

Animal bite or scratch 

Lyme disease is an example of which type of portal? 

Vector transmitted 

T/F: if skin is unbroken, bacteria or viruses usually initiate infection by adhering specifically to 

endothelial cells on mucus membranes 

False, epithelial cells  



T/F: a pathogen must adhere to host cells to establish infection 

True 

T/F: bacteria use adhesins to adhere which are often located at the top of pili or fimbriae 

True 

T/F: PAMPs stand for pathogen associated molecular proteins 

False, pathogen associated molecular patterns 

T/F: humoral immunity is mediated by T cells 

False, by antibodies 

T/F: interferons are examples of mechanical barriers involved in innate immunity 

False, they are chemical factors 

What does hyaluronidase do? 

Catalyzes the breakdown of hyaluronic acid, which cements human cells in tissue together and allows 

bacterial cells to spread through tissue causing cellulitis (Staph, Strep,  & Clostridia 

What does coagulase do? 

This enzyme catalyzes the conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin with resultant clot formation. Present in 

pathogenic Staphyloccus aureus. (clot prevents them being phagocytized). Allows them to be protected 

What does fibrinolysin do? 

This catalyzes the conversion of plasminogen to the fibrinolytic enzyme plasmin. Thus it acts opposite of 

coagulase. In Staphylococcus aureus, the gene for fibrinolysin is on a bacteriophage and is expressed 

during lysogeny. 

What does Lecithinase do? 

Destroys red blood cells & other tissue cells 

If you have two pathogens, one with an LD50 of 250 cells, another with an LD50 of 25 cells, which is 

more virulent? 

The one with the LD50 of 25 cells. Remember, the LOWEST LD50 is the MOST virulent.  

T/F: superantigen toxins are examples of endotoxins 

False, they are exotoxins 

Which type of exotoxin inhibits nerve transmission? 

Neurotoxins 

Tetanus has which type of exotoxin? 



Neurotoxin 

T/F: Diptheria toxin catalyzes ATP-ribosylation of elongation factor 2 (EF-2) 

False, ADP-ribosylation 

 


